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Dada Says...Every criminal, every
sinner, may
: rise to the stature of a
saint.
So hate no one, but give sympathy to
all.
Sympathy is the key to right
understanding.

SVIMS NEWROOM
SPPU external exam was conducted from 1st
Dec.2017 to 13th Dec.2017.
GBS (Global Business Solutions) certificate
course was conducted by Ms. Aparna Thadani
from 18th Dec. 2017 to 6th Jan. 2018. The
course content included through understanding
of the three towers of shade service processes
namely P to P, R to R and O to C.
10 students enrolled and ready to face the
corporate world.

LoL
An examination candidate who knew very little
English once attended an oral English
examination.
The Examiner : What is your Name?
Candidate
: Me Chikaboombayba
Examiner
: How many are there in your
family?
Candidate
: Not many. Me, me sister, me
mother, and father.
Examiner
: Who does the cooking at home?
After a long period of silence, the examiner tried
to help.
Examiner
: Well, your mother or your sister?
And the Candidate replied: Your Mother!

CONNECT

Cyber Insurance a Blooming Flower in India
Cyber Security has become one of the crucial issues these
days. In recent times the incidents like Ransomware, hacking
of confidential data has become a day to day act. The
insurance sector has evolved with a new concept called
“Cyber Insurance”. Cyber Insurance deals with the security
issues related with the confidential data of the organization.
The data may be related with the different stakeholders of
the organization or the organization itself. So organizations
are at a greater risk in securing their stakeholders
confidential data.
Like other insurance plans Cyber insurance comes with
different product and services which covers the risk of
malfunctioning in the organization. Cyber Insurance is a Risk
Management technique through which network user risks
are transferred to an insurance company, in return for a feethe insurance premium.
Due to the emerging trends in digital payments and effects of
Demonetization, transactions are cashless in all aspects;
Banks are rushing for Cyber Security Covers. Few of the Cyber
Insurance providers in India are:
1.

New India Insurance

2.

National Insurance

3.

ICICI Lombard

4.

Tata AIG

5.

HDFC

6.

Ergo

7.

Bajaj Allianz

Each provider has come up with their own plans and
premiums to secure company’s confidential data and claim
different things to protect the data. But the Indian market
and the industries are yet to accept this concept of Cyber
Insurance. It will take some more time to grow in the Indian
Market.

We welcome your feedback, suggestions as well as contributions at svimsconnect@gmail.com

